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MTS-ISAC Cybersecurity Advisory: 090320 

“Michael Lawson” - Threat Actor in Suspected Recon Campaign 

Summary 

Maritime transportation system (MTS) stakeholders have received multiple emails from variations of a 
Gmail address (see below indicators) associated with “Michael Lawson”. The email text, while suspicious, 
is simple and does not include any malicious attachments or embedded URLs. However, the emails use 
the same subject line (“Inquiry”) and body text (“imports/shipment from Italy”). These emails are believed 
to be associated with fraudulent activity, and potentially other reconnaissance activity to conduct 
phishing attacks, and therefore users should not reply to “Michael Lawson” if they are contacted with 
one of these emails. 

By examining emails shared by MTS stakeholders, identified suspected reconnaissance activity from this 
threat actor began occurring no later than February and is still continuing in September.    

This advisory is being shared to the maritime community for situational awareness.  If your organization 
receives an email from “Michael Lawson”, do not respond, but please report this activity to your security 
office and the MTS-ISAC through our “Contact Us” webform: https://www.mtsisac.org/contact.  

Identified Threat Activity Information 

Email Indicators:            Subject Line “Inquiry” or “inquiry” 

Email Sender miclawson49[@]gmail[.]com 

 
miclawson61[@]gmail[.]com 
miclawson62[@]gmail[.]com 

 miclawson64[@]gmail[.]com 

 miclawson70[@]gmail[.]com 

 lawsonmike321[@]gmail[.]com 

 moiclawson48[@]gmail[.]com 

 michaellawson2580[@]gmail[.]com 

 michaellawson243@gmail[.]com 

                          lawsonmichael503[@]gmail[.]com 

 lawsonmichael752[@]gmail[.]com 

 lawsonmic18[@]gmail[.]com 

 micmiclawson18[@]gmail[.]com 

  

 
Figure 1: Screen Capture of "Inquiry" Phish Email Sent in July 
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Recommended Actions 

The following are some of the best practices to counter malicious email attacks: 

• Provide regular email awareness training to employees; help them understand how to identify 
and report suspicious emails to the security team (including how to handle links & attachments). 

• Consider implementing additional email security technologies / tools to detect and filter spam 
and phishing attacks. 

• Work with your critical third parties on threat information sharing initiatives, security best 
practices, and discuss security control implementation strategies that benefit the stakeholder 
ecosystem. Prepare and exercise incident response procedures with critical third parties. 

Please share suspicious activity with the MTS-ISAC for further analysis, trending and reporting to the 
maritime community. 

Conclusion 

Please continue to use heightened awareness, and contact the MTS-ISAC through our “Contact Us” 
webform if there are questions or your organization has similar activity to report: 
https://www.mtsisac.org/contact.  

We appreciate the shares. 

https://www.mtsisac.org/contact

